Everyone can help gather Bibles and get the surplus moving around the world.

- Helping churches, organizations, individuals, groups, etc. do their own Bible ministries
- Looking for contacts that can ship English Bibles to other countries
- Looking for people that can help gather and get surplus Bibles to them
- Looking for people that can use the Internet to help the network grow

**Website** www.bf.org

- Lists Bible collection sites in the USA & Canada
- Lists low cost Bible sources and online resources
- Shows how individuals can do simple things to help network
- A WANTED POSTER with a mug shot of the Bible can be downloaded at www.bf.org/wantedposter.htm

1) Master Bible collection centers accept even damaged English Bibles from the public and ship the surplus around the world or to ministries that do. 2) Community Bible collection sites accept Bibles from the public and get the surplus to master collection centers. 3) People in other countries that want English Bibles need to find contacts in the USA that can accept and get Bibles to them. These things open vast possibilities for others to get involved with collecting, transporting, publicizing, finding new collection centers, etc. www.bf.org helps facilitate this.

Anyone with the time and interest and access to the Internet (even homebound people) could contact family and friends and churches near master collection centers and inform them about the need and how they could display and distribute wanted posters and take surplus Bibles to master collection centers. Social media is a natural way to spread the word.

*Thy word is very pure: therefore thy servant loveth it. Psalm 119:140*

- People in the USA can mail to Bible Foundation even damaged Bibles and Bible reference works at the post office, using LIBRARY RATE. www.bf.org/Postmasterletter.htm webpage explains.
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